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R

emember how at orientation the old cliché of “don’t
blink” is repeated over and over again? Now that
graduation is within a month, it seems like there’s a
reason that cliché is beat over our heads: college really
does go by quickly.
I’ve already drunkenly stumbled down High Street (twice,
shout out to the other fifth-years) for Senior Crawl, and my degree
rests comfortably in my bedroom behind my rookie bobblehead of
LeBron James. Those days are behind me now and when I look back
on them, I smile at the good times, and the bad. And at one point,
my sole goal in life was to obtain that “damn piece of paper”. It was
a sign of validation, a signal of hard work, and physical proof that I
belonged in the workforce.
Working hard towards a goal is something we all have in common
at the moment. Graduation is almost here and all those years of
joy, stress, and everything in between is coming to a culmination.
Recently, I crossed off a goal on my journalistic bucket list and I was
reminded of that feeling I had when I walked across the stage and
obtained that damn piece of paper.
When I came to Ohio State, I was a sports fanatic and I wanted
to turn that passion into paychecks. I was dead set on being a sports
writer, but life had different plans. I wound up covering events for
the arts and life desk at The Lantern and eventually where I am
now, putting together the puzzle pieces for this magazine. But over
March, I had a chance to partake in the craze that is March Madness
in Columbus, and all those years of hard work finally felt validated as
I sat courtside watching the first and second rounds. I found myself
asking, “What would Mitch from freshman year think of this?”
He’d be overwhelmed, just like I was. He’d be nervous, just like
I always am. And he’d try to play it cool, just like I did. But he would
be all these things in the best way. Achieving a goal is a bittersweet
moment where it’s all you can do to soak in every single moment
while also battling the thoughts of, “Shit, I’m not ready for this to be
over.” And that’s exactly how I felt at graduation.
I was excited to get my degree and never have to write an essay
for a communications research class. I was thrilled to start making
money (if I only knew), and I couldn’t wait to have all the free
time away from class (I’m laughing writing this right now). But as
I walked out of my advisor’s office after signing my final papers of
graduation, I was instantly hit with those bittersweet moments. I
was overwhelmed, I was nervous, and I tried to play it cool. The
tears started to fall and I couldn’t tell if I was happy or sad—so much
for playing it cool. I wanted freedom, but I didn’t want to lose the
connections with friends I’d made, or have those connections fall
apart because of jobs, locations, or just life in general. I think it was
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the fear of the unknown that weighed heaviest, and the problem
with the unknown is you can’t know until it’s too late.
It’s crazy how when you finally get to the end, all you want
is a little more time. These next few weeks are all you got before
adulthood kicks in, and they are some of the days I remember the
fondest. And that’s why this month we are celebrating seniors. This
your final go around, and this is the last party. Soak it up, for me.
Cheers,

Mitch Hooper
Editor-in-Chief
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Top 10
@OSUCrush
Tweets of
March

M

an, coming in after the month of love, you’d think March
would be full of happy couples and sappy love tweets. But
that wasn’t the case. It looks like cuffing season is trending
downwards and promiscuity is on the rise. Well, actually, the ending of
cuffing season applies to everyone besides that couple getting a little
too cozy in the back of calculus class. By 1 8 70 S ta f f

4

Please help me decide which is better
to call my cheating ex: RT for Twat
Waffle, like for Douche Canoe.
6 RTs, 173 Likes

1

Can we start a movement
where people look up
when they’re walking on
campus and smile at each
other a little instead of
making the Midwest face?
11RTs, 261 Likes

5

7

You decide to take
a CABS to class but
you accidentally get
on the ER bus. That’s
what it feels like
when your crush
doesn’t like u back.

Not the couple in
my calc lecture that
snuggle and kiss. I’m
trying to learn inverse
derivatives and local
extrema, pls stop.
8

PSA to all Buckeyes: if you have someone who
actually cares about you and is totally down
for you, don’t be stupid and let them go.
You’ll regret it, a short fun time isn’t worth
losing someone you’ll have with you in the
long run.

Honestly the entire
entity that is @
threesabovehigh. I love
how the owner (Scott)
really cares about us
students, and how he
and the bartenders
make the bar such a
homey & welcoming
atmosphere.

16 RTs, 163 Likes

1 RTs, 136 Likes

2

5 RTs, 169 Likes

It’s ok if you fail a test, don’t have a
S/O, or struggling through school.
Maybe your parents are super
harsh. Maybe you have financial
issues. Or even depression. I
know life is hard. But keep trying,
students. Please don’t give up!
Keep running like Forrest. :)
17 RTs, 225 Likes

6

9

3

NINA
FUCKING
WEST.

10

22 RTs, 180 Likes

8

3 RTs, 140 Likes
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Not boys that take off your underwear and
pants all at once. I didn’t put thought into my
matching underwear for nothing!
1 RTs, 118 Likes

Survival guide: 1. “Hey, you should follow me on Twitter.”
2. Proceed to retweet memes. 3. Send them a tweet you
think is funny, whether you think they’ll reply or not.
4. Ask them to hang out if they start sending tweets
back. 5. Marry them if things continue to go well.
5 RTs, 116 Likes

APRIL

Connor
Davis

(@sconnordavis)

OSUCrush: White
men with long brain hair and
dark eyes. @sconnordavis:
Idk what brain hair is but…
Perhaps he was not the original
tweeter, but we just couldn’t resist
the titillating debate that is brain
hair. The consensus? Up to you!
What do you hypothesize “brain
hair” to be exactly? I think brain
hair is like bed head for bald
people: their head gets all wrinkled
like a brain on the outside.

10

Do you think it would grow out
of your head like Play-doh? I’m
sticking with my bald theory.
Are there any advantages to
having external brain tissue? Is
it a superpower? You can have
a great Halloween super-villain
costume.
Finally, how do you think one
obtains brain hair?
Be bald and sleep, I guess.
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Josie Morgan
(@josie_morgan10)

OSUCrush: The girl
named Josephina/e I met
at Bulls on 3/3. I talked to you
for a minute and your friends
were there. You’re really cute!
Someone tag her.
So maybe we don’t always get the right
girl at OSUcrush, but perhaps fate will
align and this mystery man will find his
Cinderella at the next Bulls’ Ball (ooooor
maybe not).

Ever wonder who is behind those most dastardly
and hopelessly romantic tweets? Or how the
crushee reacted to an OSUCrush tag? Well, so
does OSUCrush! We’ve followed up on some of
our favorite tweets to dig up the details.

by k at i e c o o k

Garrett

(@hosterstrudel)

Is this your first time being
mentioned on our page? Hahaha
it wasn’t actually me, my sister just
tagged me in it!
Do you know who wrote the tweet?
Nope!
Do you believe love can be found
under the disco ball at Bulls? I
definitely believe love can be found
under the disco ball at Bulls, lol!
Does the admirer have any chance?
I hope he finds the girl!

OSUCrush: Garrett
from taytow, I like your
taste in music and just
like AC/DC you can shake me all
night long.
CAUTION: This tweet is purely fictional.
Please do NOT shake your S/O all night
long as it may result in unwanted loss of
brain cells and neurological damage.
Is this your first time being mentioned in
one of our tweets? Yes, it is my first time!
Do you know who wrote the tweet?
I have no idea who wrote the tweet
actually! I tried to find out, but couldn’t.

Don’t you think shaking someone all
night long would cause some sort of
neurological damage? I’m not actually
sure what damage it would cause, I’d
have to experiment to find out. Besides,
there are much worse ways to lose brain
cells.
End the debate: AC/DC or Aerosmith?
Reasoning? I have to go with Aerosmith.
I think Steven Tyler’s voice is too good
and I’m a huge fan of bluesy music! Also
any band that writes, “I don’t wanna miss
a thing,” gets my vote.
If you could have a night out with any
rocker who would it be? Probably the
frontman for Iceage. Don’t know his name
but he has great style, and I’d like to ask
him where he gets his hair cut.
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Drunk zodiac signs:

S

ummer is just around the corner, so hold on tight. It’s finally shorts
weather—unless you’re that guy who wears shorts in 30 degree weather—
and graduation is upon us. Whether you’re hanging onto every second of
the semester or desperately waiting for school to end, this month has a lot in
store for everyone. It’s Aries season, and the new moon in Aries on April 5 will
bring you strong energy and the desire to take something head on.

Pisces

Taurus

Cancer

(February 20-March 20)

(April 21-May 21)

(June 22-July 22)

This month has been a tough one, so
slow down and relax! Your season is
almost coming up, so take it easy. Your
drink is a Margarita—sit back, enjoy
the warm weather, and get tipsy.

The ending school year is giving you
some of that much needed sun, and
highly anticipated paychecks. Use this
newfound free time to clear your mind
and make room for a potential romance
this summer. Go get risky with a Gin
and Tonic and watch the romance fall
into your lap

It has been a rough semester, my
friend. That professor rating site did
you dirty and now you’re fighting for
your life in your class. Say no more,
fam. Go get yourself a Painkiller (the
cocktail) and forget all your troubles.
You’re welcome.

Aries

Gemini

(March 21-April 20)

It’s your season, Aries, so live it up!
You’ve been fighting though this whole
semester and it’s finally about to pay off.
Mercury enters Aries on April 17, which
may cause you to make quick decisions
and just say YOLO. The Aries ram
recommends you go all-in this month
and party it up with your friends. Go
pound a Moscow Mule, or four, and
show them who’s boss.

12

Leo

(May 22-June 21)

(July 23-August 22)

You crazy Gemini. You’ve got a wild
summer in store and the April 18 Solar
Eclipse will bring you new friends and
memories, so hold on for that. Grab
yourself a Martini and sip on that
ever-so casually to show your new
acquaintances what they’re in for.

Leo, you’ve been struttin’ your stuff so
much this semester (and your whole
life tbh), so let summer be your time
to really gas yourself up. Indulge in a
new wardrobe to show off your style
and bod. After you’re done shopping,
head over to a saucy Short North
bar and grab your April cocktail: a
Cosmopolitan.
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By L i ly Ma s l i a
i ll u s t r at i on s by ryan c a s k e y

Virgo
(August 23-September 23)

Scorpio

Capricorn

(October 24-November 22)

(December 22-January 20)

This month might bring some stressful times. Whether it’s exams, graduation, or friends moving away, it’s
okay to be in your feelings and feel
sorry for yourself. The stars are telling you to sip on a Vesper until you
get that liquor confidence you need to
finish this semester strong.

School is finishing up, so it’s time to
decide on cutting ties or stringing
along that side piece you’ve had
all semester. This semester will
finish strong for you, and the warm
weather will bring you some much
needed party time. Drink a classic
Screwdriver and go with your gut on
sending that late-night text.

Some tension with important people
in your life has brought you down a
little, but don’t let petty fights blind
you from the people who you truly
care about! Saturn enters retrograde
on the 29 in the sign of Capricorn, so
use this newfound strength to your
benefit and be the bigger person.
Grab a classy Gimlet and put your
tensions to the side to recover some
important relationships.

Libra
(September 24-October 23)

The moon pattern this month might
be causing some extreme emotions,
and the April 8 Solar Eclipse will
bring you a surge of confidence to
take total control. Allow yourself to
be a boss ass beyotch and hit up a
Bloody Mary bar so you can take control over your drink and your life.

Sagittarius
(November 23-December 21)

Mercury leaves retrograde on April
16, which will give you some much
needed emotional cleansing. That
professor who has been ignoring all
your pleas will finally give you the
help you need to finish off your year
with a bang. While you’re celebrating,
grab a Mojito and relish in the
refreshing taste.

Aquarius
(January 21-February 19)

Your hard work this semester has
paid off, so don’t lose motivation.
The April 18 Solar Eclipse will make
things speed up for you, which might
cause you to feel overwhelmed. Make
sure to take some time for yourself
and have a boujie night out with your
friends. And while you’re at it, order
a Sex on the Beach.
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6

Short North
Gallery Hop

SHIT TO DO

The Short North |
COTA Route: 1

Living in Columbus means there’s never a shortage
of events to go to, parties to hit up, and musicians
to check out. This list is curated by the editors here
at 1870 Magazine, but we are always on the lookout
for the next must-see event! Have an event you feel
the world must know about? Shoot us an email at
editor@1870mag.com!

10

OUAB
Flicks for
Free: Vice
Ohio Union

If you’re interested in politics or
really like Christian Bale, this film
is for you. Narrated by a fictional
veteran, Vice follows the ups and
downs of Dick Cheney’s political
career and personal life. This film
isn’t just a life story, however, as it
has many twists that will surprise
you until the very end.

11

Pippin (4.11- 4.14)
Short North Stage/

Garden Theatre |

COTA Route: 1

After winning four Tony Awards in 2013, the
Broadway musical is making a comeback to
the stage, and this time with a sexy twist.
Join Pippin as he searches for the secret
to true happiness and learn some valuable
lessons along the way. Secure your tickets
soon to see this new take on a classic
coming-of-age story.

14
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April is finally here, and that means that
the iconic Short North Gallery Hop has
returned for another installment! Grab
your friends and head over on Saturday
night to experience all the art the
Hop has to offer. Bars and restaurants
will stay open late, so you’ll have no
shortage of food and drinks during your
exploration.

4.10 - OSU Department of
Theatre presents the Curious
Incident of the Dog in the
Night-Time (4.10- 4.20)
Drake Performance
and Event Center

This play centers around a teenage main
character, Christopher, who is on the autism
spectrum, and his attempt at solving the
mystery of who killed his neighbor’s dog.
Things quickly spiral out of control as he
discovers secrets about his own life that
begin to unravel everything he knows. OSU’s
Department of Theatre is ever popular and
never disappoints, so get your tickets for this
event ASAP.

12

Ariel Versace
from RPDR
Season 11

Axis Nightclub | COTA Route: 1

If you haven’t heard of RuPaul’s Drag
Race by now, you might be living under
a rock. Fans of the show and drag
alike can meet Ariel Versace from the
current season and watch her slay the
stage. Be sure to get there early and
stay after Ariel’s show since the DJ will
be playing music all night long.

4.12 Buck-I-Run 2019
Glow Run
OSU Columbus Campus

What could be better than a 5k run
through campus? A (kind of) midnight
5k glow run through campus! Get
together with friends, classmates,
and OSU alumni to see the famous
landmarks of campus in the night lights.
You should start practicing your running
skills now if you want to make sure you
don’t start napping along the way.

13

OSU Football
Spring Game
The Shoe (duh)

It’s that time of the
year again, the time to watch our own
players hit each other in the most
hyped-up scrimmage you’ve ever seen.
Get ready to pseudo-tailgate and cheer
like you’re at the first real game of the
season. The OSU Spring Football Game
is here, and it’s free to get in with your
BuckID, so go support the Buckeyes at
the Shoe.
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13

Saturday Morning
Cartoons at Gateway
Film Center
Gateway Film Center

We are all nostalgic for something, but those who
are nostalgic for cartoons can head over to Gateway
to get their Saturday morning fix. The screening will
feature commercials in between cartoons that were
appropriate for the time, as well as a bowl of cereal and
milk. Grab your fluffy bunny slippers to make you fit
right in with the pets theme this month.

17

OUAB Flicks for Free:
Mary Poppins Returns
Ohio Union

Mary Poppins is a
supercalifragilisticexpialidocious classic, and now you
can see what happens 25 years later. Emily Blunt plays
Mary Poppins, nannying for the children of the of the
kids from the first film, and Lin-Manuel Miranda plays
Jack, a lamplighter who joins her and the children on
many adventures on their quest to save their house
from being repossessed. Relive your childhood with
free popcorn and friends to find out if Mary can help
save the day once again.

16

SoMo
Skully’s Music Diner | COTA Route: 1

You might know SoMo best for that dirty song every high
schooler and Musical.ly (RIP) user knew—”Ride”. Now
you can see what SoMo has been up to with his music and go to Skully’s for
his “The Phases” tour. Your inner crush on SoMo from years ago will thank
you, and possibly return.

19

Malaa
Dahlia Nightclub

Who is Malaa? No one knows, but we do know that
he is Notorious for producing some of the top deep
house tracks. Performing on some of the biggest stages in the world, you
won’t want to miss out on this intimate venue. Get your tickets soon
because there is No Redemption for missing this one.

20

Columbus Crew SC vs.
Portland Timbers
Mapfre Stadium | COTA Route: 31

We officially saved the Crew, now
come out and support them! This is your chance before the
semester is over. Be sure to grab your tickets at Student
Activities desk in the Ohio Union for only $11, and you’ll also
receive a $5 food and drink voucher.

16
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25

Marc Rebillet
A&R Music Bar
COTA Route: 8

Better known as “Loop
Daddy”, Marc Rebillet is an artist, actor, musician,
composer and humorist. He was spiritually born
in 2007 when he began exploring looping through
societal issues such as sexual assault and STDs.
This unique style of music meshes together short
segments of different beats into one collaborative
track. Many of his shows have already sold out, so
get your tickets fast.

22

(614)’s Pizza And Beer
Week (4.22-4.27)

Name a better duo than pizza
and beer… We’ll wait! Get your
glutinous fill all this week at a discounted price thanks
to (614)’s Pizza and Beer Week. Whether you’re looking
for a fresh Chicago-style pie or a hand-tossed pizza,
you’ll have plenty to choose from.

26

Chase Rice
Express Live! | COTA Route: 8

Ready, set, let’s roll to the Chase Rice
concert. His edgy sound and energetic

shows attracts lovers of all different music genres. His first
album debuted at #1 on Billboard’s Top Country Albums, and
his second album did not disappoint either. Moving his way up
to one of the biggest names in country music, you’re Gonna
Wanna (get your tickets) Tonight.

27

Ohio Shorts
The Wexner Center for the Arts

Love short films? Love Ohio? Then the Wexner

Center for the Arts has the event for you. Head
over to watch a festival of short films created in Ohio. Whether it is
animation or something completely different, you’ll be able to watch
it here. Be sure to stay after the screenings to find out who won the
awards of the night.

18
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5.4

Derek
Hough:
Live!
The Tour

The Palace Theatre
COTA Route: 1

Best known for his appearance as an
instructor on Dancing With the Stars
(and as Julianne Hough’s equally
talented older brother), Derek Hough
is bringing his live show to Columbus.
If you’re a fan of seeing him dance on
television, now is your chance to see him
do it live. With choreography created
by the duo who has worked for Jennifer
Lopez and Michael Jackson, the show is
sure to be a hit.
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P R E S E N T E D

B Y

®

{
20

The nightlife scene at Ohio State is pretty awesome, but those crazy times get pretty easy to
forget amid all the White Claws and $1 bomb shots throughout the evening. That’s what we’re here
for.
You just worry about enjoying your nights, we’ll capture the moments for you.
*Must be 21 or older. Please drink responsibly.
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P h oto s by g i n n y pa j o r
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Ask

Jack!
President of the Business Builders Club
gives advice about how to navigate the
internship and career search
By M a d i Ta s k |
P h oto s p r ov i d e d by
Buisness Builders Club

“A

s students we’re always told, ‘Stay in your lane,’ or
‘This is where you are in your life, so this is where you
need to be,’ and there are so few of us who continue to
push ourselves forward.”
— Jack Hutchinson, president of the Business Builders Club.

To sophomore Hutchinson, there is a clear distinction between drive and ego, and
the people who land the best internships are the ones who are the most inspired and
motivated to succeed there, or the ones who have the most drive for what they do.
The Business Builders Club at Ohio State holds bi-weekly workshops with CEO’s
and small business owners in and outside of Columbus to have “candid conversations”
with students. This year alone, the club launched their first Startup Career Fair that
registered a total of 37 startup companies and drew in 500 undergraduate students.
“The organization itself is about 100 members and we’re open to all majors, not just
business. One of the other things that we have is a job portal,” Hutchinson explained.
“One of the perks of being a member is the ability to engage with our job pool. We will
get anybody connected, no problem.”
So, with graduation around the corner and adulthood on the horizon, we asked Jack
about life after college as well as how to navigate the waters of landing an internship
while still in school.

Ask Jack
If I don’t get into a summer internship by the end of April, is it too late to find
another one?
Absolutely not! Large organizations want to hire 4-5 months in advance, so
their application process starts a little under a year in advance, but if you don’t
receive the response you want by April, try something new! Startups are looking
for someone tomorrow, they have positions open today. If you can contribute
something to the team, they’re going to bring you on no matter what the timing.
It’s typically only 1-2, maybe 3 people making the decision about bringing a new
team member in. It’s only too late if you give up.
Should I take an unpaid internship in a field that fits my major, or work to
earn money in a job (not a career)?
I know there are majors where you need that hands-on experience, and typically
that experience in unpaid. But for business students and engineers or otherwise,
you should not take an unpaid internship. At the end of the day you need to
understand the true value of your time. As students, people ask a lot of us; they
think we’re cheap labor, free labor, but the reality is typically we’re the ones
who have the most current information from the classroom. Those skill sets and
perspectives are extremely valuable to corporations. So no, I don’t believe in
working for free. Last summer I had the opportunity to work for a local Shark
Tank company, and the initial offer I received was to work for them unpaid. I
said, “Absolutely not, I know I can contribute more to your team, you’re going to
work me like a dog,” which they did and I was ready to work like a dog, I’m very
fortunate for that opportunity, but I negotiated my pay and ended up getting $12/
hour and 10% on commission on all sales I made. Nothing crazy, but never work
for somebody for free.
Can I just travel?
In a lot of European and Asian countries, taking what’s called a “gap year” is
pretty standard. You have that degree in hand, you have that experience, you’ve
proven that you’re qualified, and if that right position hasn’t opened up for you
at that point in time, you haven’t gotten that dream offer, it’s okay to take some
time for yourself. You just put four years of work into your major. It’s okay every
once in a while to relax, take a step back, and take some you-time. If it’s the right
decision for you, you’re financially set up for it, and you’re not passing up another
opportunity, why not?

22
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What do I tell an employer when they ask
me what my base pay/salary should be?
Just feel it out. There are sites online
(Glassdoor.com is a great place) where you
can look to see what’s appropriate within
that company’s culture: Do your research.
If you don’t research, you’re going in blind.
You’re pretty much shooting yourself in the
foot…. That said, there are certain groups
and entities where it’s just not appropriate
to negotiate as a result of the packages
you’re being given or the position that
you’re applying to. It could cost you your
job in certain scenarios, so that’s something
you’re going to have to judge yourself.
What can I do outside of work to develop
professionally so I don’t end up in my
small town back at home?
Regardless of where you work, there’s
going to be an opportunity to connect with
people, talk with people, and understand
their background. You never know who
you’re going to come across. Even if
you’re from middle-of-nowhere Ohio,
the founder of Victoria’s Secret could be
driving through that day and may decide he
needs an ice cream at your ice cream shop.
If you don’t take the time to engage with
that person and you just go through the
motions of your job, you’ve missed out on
a phenomenal opportunity. Although you
may feel like there’s not much opportunity
to be had in your current situation, always
be looking for more. Be the best at what you
do! If you’re the best ice cream scooper in
that town, and you do it with the best smile
and the best customer service and you ring
people up the fastest, whatever it is, just
be the best. If you’re not pushing yourself,
you’re losing. Somebody will beat you out.
But if you do it with passion and with pride,
that resonates with a lot of people. •

If you’re interested in connecting
with startups or joining the Business
Builders Club, email Jack Hutchinson
(hutchinson.299@osu.edu) or the Luke
Peddemors (peddemors.1@osu.edu). Or
visit the Business Builders Club website,
businessbuildersclub.org.
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The Stoner

Diaries

The Stories of
Collegiate Stoners

I

By Kati e Co o k

f you take residency anywhere besides under a rock and associate with anyone that isn’t your
parents, chances are you’re going to encounter marijuana sometime in your life. You may think
the red-eyed guy in your history of rock n’ roll class is irresponsible, but really is it so much
worse than taking five booms the night before your big math test? Marijuana may not be for everyone, but for those who choose to medicate themselves with it, they’ve experienced their fair share
of ganja-induced mishaps on campus. So, in the spirit of 4/20, let’s delve into the shenanigans and
inner-monologues of the everyday stoners at Ohio State.

Anonymous
Senior

Anonymous
Junior

Anonymous
Freshman

One time my friend and I had just
finished our exams so we wanted
to unwind with a bowl…too bad it
was February, -10 degrees, and an
actual blizzard was forecast for the
night. Haha but that didn’t stop us!
We looked like we were ready for
the Siberian winter with the whole
shebang: coats, boots, gloves,
even goggles. Oh, and of course
a lighter. I imagine it was a pitiful
sight, seeing us huddled outside
around a small flame in the middle
of a white-out, but a stoner gotta’
do what a stoner gotta’ do.

I was at Block this year with a
bunch of my friends when we
were offered some marijuana. I’d
tried it before, but had really only
done it at parties, so it seemed
like a good idea five Natty Lights
in. Anyway, long story short I
woke up the next morning still
wearing my jersey covered in
leaves (from a bush I fell in I
guess???) with one shoe on
(Lord knows what happened to
the other one) and a whole, unwrapped 12-inch tuna sandwich
from Subway in my lap. I am also
not ashamed to say I ate that
sandwich right then and there,
because why deny a blessing
from myself?

One time my roommate came
home from a night out, and me
and my other roommate knew she
was high because while she was
telling us a story she just stopped
in the middle of a sentence to yell,
“Why do you guys keep staring
at me??” She was legitimately so
concerned it was hilarious.

Anonymous
Sophomore
Last year was the first time I had
a meal plan, and the first time I
smoked weed. The second time I
got high, I went to Scott and ate
so many mashed potatoes that I
threw up. Needless to say, I haven’t been to the dining halls since.

Anonymous
Senior
One time I ordered wings from
WingsOver and forgot. I ordered
pizza from Papa John’s 5 minutes
later and forgot. They both arrived
at my dorm at the same time.
However, the reward was worth
the awkwardness.
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lawful, neutral, chaotic
people of the spring game
BY B AY L I E S C H WA M B E R G E R | P H OTO S BY DAV I D H E A S L E Y

W

hat is the Ohio State Spring Game? Most people already know the answer to this question, but for those who
may not, it’s a football scrimmage: players vs. players on either team Scarlet or Gray. Since the Spring Game
is free for students, and very cheap for the general public ($5), it tends to attract many different Buckeye Nation
fans from all over. These fans can be identified best by the classic alignment board meme based on the game
Dungeons and Dragons. Here is your unofficial guide to who you should steer clear of, who cares about what, and
the people you will most likely encounter at the Spring Game.
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L AWFUL GOOD

L AWFUL neutr al

L AWFUL evil

The Pep Squad

Brutus Buckeye

Block O

“Watch us flip and show off our
push-ups! We cheer for
everyone today!”

*Smiles forever, punches own
head, and claps*

“We’re just here to support our
Buckeyes in a fun and loving
manner, but also RIP THEIR
FUCKING HEADS OFF!”
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NEUTR AL GOOD

TRUE NEUTR AL

NEUTR AL EVIL

Young Buckeye Fans

Stadium Police

Drunk Student s

“Dad, why do all of these people
around us keep saying bad words?”

“Please don’t throw up on the
person in front of you, and refrain
from hitting your JUUL inside the
stadium, and we won’t bother you.”

“No, no, there are totally assigned
seats for this game, and you’re in
the wrong one, so move down. See,
my ticket says row 8009, seat 510
—oh wait, that’s just my BuckID.
What team are we playing against
today again?”

CHAOTIC GOOD

CHAOTIC NEUTRAL

CHAOTIC EVIL

Ryan Day

Football Players

Drunk Tailgaters

“We make an event out of the
Spring Game so the other teams
know we are a threat. More wins
for the Buckeyes means more wins
for me—I mean Buckeye Nation.”

“We get to show off today; since
it’s Buckeyes vs. Buckeyes, we win
either way. I didn’t mean to hurt
your arm bro, get back up and
shake if off.”

“BUCKEYE NATION BABY,
LET’S GO!”
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Competing
With A

Camera
An open call to find 48-hour filmmakers on campus

BY K E V I N K E ATO N

ALLING ALL FILMMAKERS:
Ohio Union Television and
Film, one of Ohio State’s
student-run film clubs, is hosting
a university-wide 48-hour film
competition from April 12th to April
14th! This is the competition’s first
year, and the club hopes that it will
become a tradition every spring for
film and non-film students alike to do
something creative with a medium
that is more accessible every year. If
you’re interested, but unfamiliar with
48-hour film competitions, or looking
for more deets, here’s how it’s all going
to work...
The kickoff is on Friday, April
12th at 6pm in Enarson 222. Groups
who enter will randomly draw for
a given genre, prop, and dialogue
line. (A quick note about this part—
randomizing everyone’s genre and
having mandatory props and dialogue
lines are standard rules for 48-hour
film competitions because it ensures
that every team creates something
truly original in the 48 hours instead of
turning in something they’ve already
put a lot of work into).
Expect the kickoff to last about an

C

hour. Afterwards, teams will have 48
hours—or until 7pm on Sunday April
14th—to write, shoot, edit, and turn
in their films at Enarson 222. Films
will then be judged over the course
of the next week, and awards will be
announced the following weekend on
Sunday April 21st.
Thinking about competing amongst
the creators? Here are some tips and
advice before jumping in headfirst
from OUTVF’s President, graduating
Film Studies major, and 48-hour
veteran, Quinn Wright.

What should we tackle first?
“Write your story the night of the
kickoff. Try not to go to sleep until you
have something close to a final draft of
your script.”

What if I want to be a part but I don’t
have the fanciest equipment available?
“You can shoot on your phone if you
don’t have a camera! There was even an
entry at Sundance this past year that
was shot entirely on an iPhone and it
looked amazing.”

Any advice for intimidated
newcomers to the 48-hour festivity?
“Have fun! The films are all going to
be short; and while it’s not a lot of time
to write, shoot, and edit, 48 hours is
plenty of time to enjoy doing something
creative with your friends!”•

What factors besides the script itself
should we anticipate while writing?
“Know or have an idea of where you
can shoot while you’re writing. Again,
there’s a lot of limits on you in 48 hours,
so be smart and practical, and focus on
making the best movie you can out of
what you have to work with.”

How can my team prepare beforehand
when there’s so much we won’t know
until kickoff?
“Planning is everything. 48 hours isn’t
a long time, so do as much coordinating
as possible of who will do what before
the kickoff.”

For more information on the event, stop by Enarson 259 any Thursday at 7pm or email ohiouniontelevision@gmail.com.
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p h oto s c o u r t e s y o f b u c k e y e w e l l n e s s

ROTC challe n g e s c am p u s to a fitn e s s bat tle
his April will host a true contest
of champions. A real Endgame one
might even say, because it falls
right at the end of the semester. On the
24th of April, the OSU ROTC and Buckeye
Wellness will be putting on the 2019 ROTC
Wellness Boot Camp. Come see how well
you stack up against members of the ROTC
while competing in six fitness events. The
events will vary in difficulty based on what
rank you place yourself in. Rank 1 is for
those who prefer light intensity workouts,

30

Rank 2 is moderate intensity, and Rank 3 is
for those of you who love the pain in your
gains and need severe intensity. Oh, and
did I mention YOU COMPETE IN THE
SHOE! How cool is that!
This is the second occurence for the
Boot Camp, the first time was in 2017. The
purpose of the event, aside from giving
students a chance to get a freaking awesome
workout, is to shed some light into what it’s
like to be a cadet in the ROTC program.
Students get a chance to see how they rank
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up against the cadets in a healthy and fun
competitive environment. Although if you
want my opinion, most of us probably won’t
hold a candle to the cadets because they
are up at 6:00 a.m. doing strength training
almost everyday. Let’s hear some serious
snaps for the ROTC, ladies and gentlemen.
A lot of the events that participants
will be doing are similar to the workouts
that the cadets do during their morning
training. The exercises are also similar
to what soldiers do during basic training,

and in the real life scenarios they encounter
during their job while serving. If I had
to guess though, we are barely touching
the tip of the iceberg with the strength
requirements it takes to be a member of the
military. So if I haven’t said this enough—
soldiers deserve mad respect for their bad
ass toughness.
It isn’t all about physical strength,
though. Captain Gonzales, one of the
coordinators of the event, told me that these
events not only test your physical strength,
but they also test your mental strength. It
takes muscle AND heart to get through the
Boot Camp. By the time you are reading this,
there will be less than a month to try to train
and build your endurance, so when it comes
down to it you either got it or you don’t. It
takes an insane amount of both physical and
mental strength to match up against the
cadets and be a top performer.
But don’t be discouraged! There are
different ranks for a reason, so find some
friends with similar physical abilities and
just have fun with it. Challenge yourself, test
your physical limits, and push through the
tiredness. You’ll be surprised by what the
human body is capable of. Those endorphins
you’ll release will feel great. I promise. So
for those of you who have always dreamed
of competing on this infamous football field,
grab some friends to make a team, or sign up
individually by April 19th. The boot camp
runs from 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m., so use it as
an extended study break during finals, that
way you can decompress and then kick ass
on the field and in the classroom.
A special shoutout to two of the
coordinators of the event, Josh Winn and
Captain Gonzales, for talking with me
and giving me some great insight into the
event. According to Captain Gonzales, the
best advice he can give to participants is,
“Never quit and be a team player. You’re
only as strong as your weakest link.” So help
your teammates out and give them all your
encouragement! We look forward to seeing
everyone who is competing, and watch out
for me—I’ll be the girl who has a face as
red as a tomato and is keeled over halfway
through the events! •
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(Re)
Location
location
location

Checking in with all the campus
favorites that grew roots at a new spot
By m a d i ta s k

T

he return of a beautiful Mirror Lake isn’t the
only major change to happen at Ohio State.
Several campus bars and restaurants have
been forced to move locations closer to the north
and south poles of High St to make way for the
university’s incoming Arts District. (Not a change
I’m upset about seeing!) As a result, several campus
favorites have seen some major renovations, as
well as new faces walking through the door plus
their regulars. 1870 is here to check in with exactly
how they’re doing and to remind you that yes, they
do miss you and are still open for business even if
they’re not on frat row. We caught up with Jameson
Wagner, manager of Adriactico’s; Chad Benson,
manager at Chumley’s; and Aaron Thompson,
general manager at Three’s to see what life is like
from a new perspective and address on campus.

Have you seen more business after the move
compared to before?
Adriatico’s:

Yes! A lot of it is because of our increased dining
room capacity and new menu items. We added fryers
so now our wings are popular, plus fries, tater tots,
and other small appetizers.

Three’s:

It’s more busy now. When we first opened, everyone
in the company was excited, and after the first week
or two passed it was really a shock how much more
difficult it was to get people in. Too’s was in the
center of campus, and it was a small bar, so it was
packed every single night. we’d see regulars out and
ask why they weren’t at Three’s, and they said it’s
too far north. That’s how the Three’s bus idea came
along. We had to go harder on social media and all
that good stuff; it wasn’t like we opened the same
bar and got the same business.

•
P h o t o B y C o l l i n s L a at s c h

What are some of the biggest differences
between the old and new locations?
Chumley’s:

Everything’s a lot nicer. Easier to maintain. It’s
almost the exact same thing, except it’s in a nicer,
newer building.

Three’s:

Biggest difference is straight-up location. We used
to be on frat row, it was a different feeling. Three’s
is also about twice the size as Too’s was, but it’s not
in a basement so you don’t get that feeling. Too’s
was so unique; you go down the stairs and it was
a whole new world down there. Now we’re up on
High Street, we have a garage and can hear outside.

What’s your favorite thing about the new place?
Adriatico’s:

Ph oto By j u lian fog li e t ti

From a person that’s working here, the bigger space
in the kitchen is tremendous. And all the beers
we have on tap! That’s helped our sales and made
people want to come and dine in. We only had two
before; Bud Light and Yuengling. Now we have 18 on
tap, and a lot of them are local craft beers.

Chumley’s:

TV’s. There’s a ton of TV’s. 23 down here, there’s
6 projectors, and 8 other TV’s upstairs. That’s 37
freaking TV’s.

What could never change about your place no
matter where it moves?
Adriatico’s:

The quality of our normal pizza. We are very proud
of our unique style sauce, our pizzas are still the
same, we have the same people making the dough
from scratch, our own signature sauce, with fresh
ingredients. Our cheese is the best you can get, we
shred it multiple times a day. We have a lot people
say, “It’s the exact same as I had it 20 years ago!”

Chumley’s:

Schooners! 100% the Schooners!

Three’s:

Everything that Scott [the owner] has put into
place that are our beliefs. We have live music every
week, every time you walk into Three’s, the person
checking your ID is always nice, friendly, and
every bartender is, too. It’s a feeling you get when
you walk through the door. It’s a whole new world
honestly, and I don’t think you can replicate that.
I see the same people, the same customers every
weekend and I feel like it’s one big family. •
Three’s Above High is located on 2203 N. High St.; Chumley’s
is located on 1516 N. High St.; and Adriatico’s is located on
1618 Neil Ave.
P h o t o B y C o l l i n s L a at s c h
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I see the same people, the
same customers every
weekend, and I feel like
it’s one big family.
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BERGER

F

rom eating Happy Meals as a kid, to stumbling into McDonald’s as a college student after a long night out, there is one
thing we can all agree on: everyone loves burgers. Whether it is made of beef, buffalo, or black bean, nobody can resist the
appeal of a burger and an equally delicious side. For my friends David and Adam, along with me and a couple other rotating
friends, their quest was to find the best burger places in Columbus over the course of a week, and they succeeded. So, if you’re
looking for an upgrade from McDonald’s or the patties you’ve been cooking in your off-campus apartment (or possibly your
dorm), here are some of the most mouth-watering burger joints you can try around Columbus.

ROCKMILL TAVERN
Best burger: Tavern Burger
Best side: Crispy Brussels Sprouts
Best special: Happy Hour

P h o t o p r ov i d e d b y
r o c k m i l l Tav e r n
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Rockmill Tavern has it all—a great burger, delicious sides, and
excellent service. Their Tavern Burger on a ciabatta bun is topped with
dijonnaise, Tillamook cheddar, and a bacon jam you can’t find anywhere
else. David said, “I wasn’t enthusiastic about the price at first, but it was
well worth it”, and the whole group gave their compliments to the chef.
For a perfect meal combination, get their crispy brussel sprouts or fries
as a side. Happy Hour at Rockmill has snacks to keep you drinking all
afternoon, like their heirloom popcorn that has ever-changing toppings
or adobo wings with a Filipino marinade.

Philco bar + diner
Best burger: Phillip’s Burger
Best side: Johnnycake
Best special: Philco Float
Looking for a small, cozy location to grab a bite to eat? Stop by Philco’s
and try their Phillip’s Burger. It’s covered with a spicy pickle mayo
and sun-dried tomatoes, along with some other unique toppings like
arugula—you’ve never had a burger like this. Order a Johnnycake
(cornbread) as a semi-sweet side to even out the savory flavors.
The Philco Float is an adult twist on a childhood favorite that is the
perfect dessert to your meal, with vanilla bean ice cream floating in
a mixture of vodka and root beer.
Ph oto By Jam i e B e njam i n

The thurman cafe
Best burger: The Thurmanator Burger
Best side: Sloppy Fries
Best special: Full Bar
The Thurman Cafe, named appropriately after the street it sits
on, is one of the most well-known burger places in Columbus. The
Thurmanator, their giant burger made out of two 12 oz. patties,
was featured on the first season of the Travel Channel show, Man
vs. Food. David’s reaction to the Western Burger after he ate was
immediate—“The second best burger I’ve ever had.” Pick up some
Sloppy Fries that are soaked with Thurma Teri Garla Yaki (teriyaki)
or Thurma Goldi Garla Lina (carolina gold) sauce, and you’ll be full
for days. Thurman’s is a popular dinner spot, but luckily it hosts a full
bar, so you’ll have no shortage of drinks while you wait.
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NewToU
Three new spots on campus you have to try

Y

’all, 2019 has been delivering. The Oval is mostly
clear of construction, Mirror Lake is looking
beautiful, and we’re almost done with the

semester. Well, I’m here to tell you about four new eateries
that have made their way to campus for your delight. From
coffee shops to a new Poke Bros, these new spots are sure to
grant your little buckeye heart’s every wish.
By N i c o l e P i z a r r o
P h oto s p r ov i d e d by
c o f f e e co nn e c t i o n s , e l i a t h e n i a n g r i l l ,
and poke bros.

1 - Coffee Connections of Gateway | 1572 N.High St.
Coffee Connections is quite simply my new favorite coffee
shop in Columbus. Their mission is to create community and
to help small businesses in Columbus grow. “We want to be
wherever we need to be,” said Jeff, the owner of this quaint
shop right in front of the Gateway Film Center. All of their
coffee is locally sourced, they make their syrup in-house,
and their pastries come from small business owners, such
as The Cheesecake Girl. If that doesn’t spark your interest,
perhaps the fact that they donate 100% of their tips to nonprofit organizations will convince you to give this spot a try.
You have to try: Their Vietnamese with a cheesecake trio.

2 - Elia Athenian Grill | 14 E. 11th Ave.

3 - Poke Bros | 2036 N. High St.

I’m not going to lie, this Athenian spot in South Gateway
WRECKED me. Elia moved to Columbus from Athens only five
years ago and already has two restaurants. When I asked him
what sets Elia apart from the other Mediterranean restaurants
in the city, he informed me that, “[a]ll the sauces and falafel are
made from scratch.” Furthermore, Elia Athenian Grill is one
of the few restaurants in Columbus that offers pork gyros, an
Athenian specialty. You do not want to miss this restaurant. The
noms alone are #foodporn central. Trust me.

Let’s move to north campus area. I am here to inform you that we
have been BLESSED with a Poke Bros on High Street. Nestled
between Moe’s Southwest Grill and GNC, this is a good spot to
hit if you want a mid-afternoon pick me up or for a dinner date.
You can make your own poke bowl, or your own ramen bowl and
THEY. ARE. DELICIOUS. The tender cuts of fish mixed with the
seaweed, the rice and the sauce make one hell of a meal. What’s
more, they also sell alcohol. Cheers!

You have to try: Their pork gyro stuffed with Greek fries.

You have to try: The Duke: a poke bowl with tuna, salmon and
shrimp. It is DELICIOUS. •

BoujeeBooze
Expand your drinking palate with this
monthly installment of new booze
By M a d i Ta s k

There are two ways undergrads tend to view
the month of April. One is as the dreaded
month after spring break, and the other
more positive way is as the month right
before summer. This month’s collection
of boujee booze is for you pessimists
out there looking for a little poison to
remind you of spring break and get you
through the end of finals, or even better,
graduation. Inspired by my senior-year trip
(an all-inclusive Cancùn resort), here are
drinks that will send your mind back to the
beach when your back’s against the wall
with school work.

BEER: Sixth Sense Slice of Life
In an attempt to keep things local, I was on the
lookout for a summery pale ale for this month’s
installment, thinking of the strong sales partnership
my resort had with Corona Cerveza. (Chug 3-4 of
these bright and bubbly beers and you’ll feel similar
to how I felt after I beat a random Canadian man in
a chugging contest. I won a rainbow lei...but then
again, so did everyone else.) I visited the District
Pourhouse in Gateway to ask my kind bartender,
Tony (who is a cunning Brad Pitt look-alike), what
local Corona-like beers he had on tap. After trying
three contenders, the answer was obvious: Sixth
Sense’s Slice of Life, a New England India Pale Ale.

If hearing IPA scares you because hops make you
immediately hop away, consider the fruity lime that
is just as much a part of this drink as the hops are.
Weighing in at 7.2% ABV, this beer will definitely
get you as drunk as you were on spring break, and
the lime flavors mixed in perfectly match the pop of
a wedge that comes with a bottle of Corona. You can
thank District Pourhouse General Manager Brian
McGlothlin for this creation in collaboration with
Sixth Sense. Stop in today for childhood nostalgia
via video games and spring break nostalgia via
beer!

COCKTAIL: Sex on the Beach
I will inhale these puppies any time I see a swimup bar and feel warm sand beneath my feet. The
ultimate vacation cocktail, a Sex on the Beach
makes you sound confident because you just said
“sex” in public and grown af because it’s what
Alexa Vega’s character orders to drink in the
iconic tween rom-com sleepover. Plus, you’re
bound to build a relationship with the bartender
across from you who can’t help but “correct” your
drink order for a joke, like “You mean sex on the
bar!” or “You mean sex on the dancefloor!” or
“You mean sex in the pool!”. (All jokes that my
bartenders made to me in Cancùn.) Have no fear of
new drinks! This intoxicatingly beautiful medley
of fruity flavors is super simple to make: vodka,
peach schnapps, orange juice, and cranberry
juice. No shaking involved, just add some ice and
a simple stir. I recommend ordering one of these
bad girls at Lucky’s Stout House, one of the only
campus bars with an adorable outdoor patio. Plus
their liquor drinks are only $1 during Power Hour
from 8-9 p.m. on Saturdays. (A double-well for
$2? See you there!)

Barkeep
Confessional

Cynthia Price
Little Bar

B

artenders come in all shapes and sizes, and
from all walks of life. Who’s to say who is best
equipped to give you what you need when you
sit down across the bar? Bartenders. Professional
babysitters, part-time psychologists, and a drunk’s
best friend. When you need to know the best spots to
get your drink on around campus and who to chat up
while you’re there, we’ve got you.
 y kev i n keaton
b
P hoto by Ja m i e B en ja m i n

What’s the craziest or weirdest thing you’ve seen as a bartender?
A girl wanted to buy straws off of me. She was hammered. I sold her a
whole pack for $5.
What’s the best way to get your attention on a busy night?
Just stand there and wait. I promise I’ll get to you.
On the other side of that, what’s the worst way to get your attention on
a busy night?
Wave money in my face or hold your money out. We’ve all seen a $20
bill before.
What’s the most overplayed song at the bar?
Probably Bohemian Rhapsody.

Has that gone up even more because of the movie?
Uh, I would say so.
What’s your go-to cocktail lately?
A shot of Rumple Minze.
What’s your go-to beer lately?
Miller Lite.
If you’re not at Little Bar, what bars do you like to go to?
I go to local bars in the Powell area. The Filling Station if you know where
that is.
What do you like to do in your free time?
I like to go to concerts. (Country concerts.)
If you could get a drink with anyone—dead or alive—who would you
drink with and what would you drink?
I’d drink with Luke Holmes (he’s a country singer) and we’d drink the shit
out of some Miller Lites.
Finish the sentence: Little Bar is the best bar on campus because…
We provide the best service and we have the best staff.•

 ow
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Trending

Three fresh looks to
boost your style in spring
By E yo n E r tac h e w
P h otos by Co l l i n s L aats c h

T

he spring season is finally upon us, which means we’re now
only one season away from summer! Trust me, I’m counting
down the days til summer break too, but spring isn’t all that bad.
Warmer temperatures and sunnier days means more opportunities to
branch out with your wardrobe and finally try out some of the season’s
rising trends. Spring is always a great time for fashion because it serves
as a precursor to styles expected during the summer too. This month,
I’ll be talking about upcoming spring trends that may carry over into
the sunny season as well.

Body Harnesses
Utilitarian-style clothing broke the fashion world upon
Balenciaga’s release of their Triple S “dad” shoes, which sold out
almost immediately after they dropped. The switch to functionality
in fashion has returned, dawning many bold styles that embody both
practicality and elevation. It’s no longer looked down upon for one
to sport a trench coat with some chunky and comfortable shoes, and
comfort can still look sleek and polished. Recent developments in this
trend include the rise of crossbodies, fanny packs, and most recently
the body harness. Louis Vuitton pushed the envelope a step further
in last year’s Spring 2019 collection, with Virgil Abloh showcasing
men’s harnesses in his debut as creative director for menswear. This
trend took off, with many celebrities sporting harnesses at red carpet
events, and like all fashion, the trickle down effect has now reached
the masses with harnesses now featured in retailers such as ASOS and
Urban Outfitters. These harnesses range from large and small pockets
in different numbers, to various styles of strapping and design, but all
cater to that practicality of a bag that can carry your things. Clearly
putting it on as a harness veers into more of a fashion statement, but
you can’t deny the functionality of having all those pockets.
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Funky Flip Flops and Footwear
Another trend that began last year is back again to really dominate
the spring and summer this year, and that is the rise in men’s open
-toed footwear. With more basic brands of sandals such as Birkenstock
dominating the industry, a new wave of fashionable footwear is
entering the playing field. Brands such as Gucci and MSGM recently
featured a number of souped-up tech sandals that mirror hiking
sandals for Spring/Summer 2019, and a number of other brands have
also jumped on the sandal wave as well. Dr. Martens recently launched
a line of leather sandals with adjustable belt straps that actually go
hard AF! These sandals can be dressed up or down since the leather
allows for both a classy or casual aesthetic. Other upcoming brands
such as SUICOKE really paving the way in high tech slides and sandals,
other more affordable retail brands have begun their own versions of
this sandal craze as well.

Shorter Shorts
Yes, you read that title correctly,
short-shorts for men are definitely rising
in popularity within the world of fashion.
With society’s standards on the lines of
clothing and gender blurring together
even more, it is no longer taboo to merge
ideas from all realms of fashion, all
genders included. Shorter shorts on guys
definitely follows the more European
style of spring and summer wear, however
it has made some significant headway
within the American public as well. Guys’
shorts have been featured to be tailored
a little shorter, with a huge push into
printed shorts, and shorts using more
breathable and comfortable material.
Brands such as Zara and ASOS feature
printed short-shorts and shorts in neon
colors as well, indicating that this will be
a huge trend this spring and summer. Now
everyone can marvel at how cool your
shorts are and how great your legs look,
just make sure you don’t skip leg day. •
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Trending

Three fresh looks to
boost your style in spring
By Sy dn e y r i d dl e

I

t’s true, the sun actually feels warm again and it’s officially out to
play for days. Finally. Goodbye ugly, cold, boring Winter. Hello
happy, warm, colorful spring. Many changes come with the
arrival of a new season, a very important one being fashion. Trends
are constantly evolving, and spring brings a whole new world of
aesthetics.

Blue eyeshadow
Denim on Denim
In my opinion, denim on denim is always in season, but spring
allows us to wear it in a variety of ways. We’re no longer trapped in
jeans. Match a denim skirt with a cropped jean jacket. Take some
high-waisted jean shorts and pair it with a denim bandeau. Denim
baseball hats go with everything, try pairing it with a denim t-shirt
or button-up dress. Let’s not forget the different styles of denim.
Light wash, dark wash, acid wash, faded, distressed, the list goes on
and on. Mix and match or wear the same style head to toe. There
are no rules with denim on denim.

Hear me out with this one, I have a few reasons. To begin, 80s
and 90s fashion have been making its way back to the mainstream,
and what better epitomizes these eras better than blue eyeshadow?
Secondly, the futuristic look has been taking over everyone’s
Instagram feed, most notably due to the Kardashians decked out
in silver spandex, sweatpants, biker shorts, puffer jackets, shoes,
you name it. Blue eyeshadow fits this theme perfectly, whether it’s
a smoky navy or a bright pop of neon, it works. Lastly, spring is all
about bright colors. Neons are in, so let’s take it a step further with
our makeup. Blue eyeshadow also reflects the changes we’re seeing
in the weather. We’re going from drabby, depressing grays to vivid
hues of blue skies.

Animal Print
The animal kingdom has taken over
the fashion industry in a major revival.
Anything animal print flies these days.
Snakeskin over-the-knee boots. Leopard
print biker shorts. Tiger striped handbags.
Zebra print cropped jackets. You can find
any print in any color, so matching pieces
is effortless. Deck yourself out head to
toe in your favorite print, or use it subtly
to accessorize, support, and amplify your
look. Either way, you can’t go wrong. •
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Victory
Laps
a
Advice for senior crawl from fifth-year
seniors who survived it last year
By Syd n ey Ta k i tc h | P h otos by Co l l i n s L aatsc h
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S

enior Crawl: An event where graduating seniors move from
campus bar to campus bar to commemorate their last days on
campus and drink away the pain of becoming an adult.
April is an emotional time for seniors, so what better
way to ease the thought of graduating than to drink until you forget?
The crawl is a time to say goodbye everyone—close friends, people
that lived on your floor freshman year, that one guy you see literally
everywhere but don’t know his name, your friend in Spanish class that
you’ve never talked to outside of class, your favorite bartender, the list
goes on. However, some of the hardest goodbyes are to our beloved
campus bars—even the ones you didn’t know existed until you walked
through the door the day of the crawl. As you stand in the middle of a
crowded Midblock, Methyl or whatever you prefer to call it, remember
all the times you had an ID passed back to you, fell off an elevated
surface, puked in the sink and swore you would never returned. Walk
by the pit that was once The O Patio and and imagine all the crowded

1870: Where is the best
place to start the
crawl?
BW: I’m a strong believer that you should
start from the beginning.
JR: Three’s. Start north and work south.
MS: Little Bar.
MP: Three’s or Little Bar.
How early did you start
and roughly what time did you
tap out?
BW: 8 a.m. mimosa pregame, then I had an
exam at 9 a.m., resumed my pregame
at 10 a.m. I blacked out shortly after
Out-R-Inn.
JR: I started drinking around 9 a.m. Went
home to take a nap at 4 p.m. and was
back out by 7 p.m..
MP: I started at little before noon and
tapped around 6 p.m.
ST: I started around 12:30 p.m. (I had a slow
start compared to my friends who had
been pregaming for a couple hours by
this point). To be honest, I have no idea
when I stopped. I don’t think I went
anywhere else after Midway, but
who knows.
Any pre-game or post-game tips
your have to prevent/combat
the hangover the next day?
BW: True super seniors will pregame
the crawl. Your hangover will not hit
the next day; it will hit that night.
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tables, pitchers of Liquid Dope and the same basketball jersey worn by
25 different guys. These bars had a significant impact on your college
years, and some have better memories than others. The crawl is a
time to reminisce about the good, laugh about the bad, and make new
memories to carry with you through your next chapter of post-grad
life.
Sure, you’ve woken up at 4:30 a.m. the morning of a home Michigan
game, but the crawl is a whole new level of alcohol consumption. It
takes strategy, willpower and a lot of endurance to make it through the
day. To learn how to survive this strenuous marathon, we turned to
the experts. No one knows how to crawl like fifth-year seniors; their
experience and wisdom can help you make the most out of one of your
final memories as an OSU student. We talked to super seniors Brin
Wilk, Krista Leupp, Joy Rader, Matt Schroth, and Mike Posta (plus
my own wisdom of being a fifth-year) to learn how they survived the
senior crawl and how you can too.

You’ll wake up confused
and proceed to puke a lot, and
that’s how you’ll learn what you had
for dinner.
KL: EAT FOOD.
JR: A
 pregame beer or a few shots while
waiting on your group to gather/get the
mood going. No need to go hard, it’s a
marathon, not a race.
MP: A fanny pack filled with nuggets.

KL: I try to stick to one drink at every bar.
MS: N
 ot every stop, but as long as you end at
Lucky’s you did a fantastic job.
MP: P
 ace yourself and remember vodka
water is a hell of a drink.
ST: N
 o. It’s easy to get stuck at the bars all
your friends are at because you don’t
want to leave the fun, but the next bar
will be just as fun.
What is an essential item
to carry with you while
you crawl?

ST: Definitely don’t go out the night before.
You want to be well-rested and feeling good.
If you’re looking for
a quick lunch/snack,
where’s the best spot
to fuel up?

BW: Sharpie/marker and your ID. Leave
your dignity at home; you’ll lose it.
KL: Phone charger.

KL: Sicilia’s.

MS: My wallet.

JR: Blaze.

MP: Adderall.

MS: Don’t eat; it sobers you up.

What was your favorite bar on
the crawl last year?

MP: Wendy’s or Moe’s.
ST: Street meat. There’s a vendor on almost
every corner, so it’s easy to make a quick
stop and eat it while you walk to the
next bar.
Did you make it to every stop
on the crawl last year? If so,
do you have any tips on how
to push through to the end?
BW: I made it to Ugly Tuna, but left
immediately for food. Listen, the key is
to drink water. You can be blacked out,
but drink water.
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BW: The O. Midway was fun too.
KL: The O. RIP.
JR: Bulls.
MS: Out-R-Inn and Sky Bar.
MP: Midway.
ST: The O and Midway

Is it worth it to wait in
line to get the official
Senior Crawl t-shirt?

What was your go-to drink?
Do you have any tips for
staying hydrated?

BW: Absolutely, you only get one (well 2 if
you’re a 5th year). And everyone has one.

BW: There’s always specials at each bar.
So I just got whatever was cheapest.

KL: Hell no; make your own.

JR: Vodka sprite, but Red Bull was
definitely needed. Take a break from
shots to keep rallying. You don’t need
water; you’re fine.

JR: No, because they don’t sell out. You won’t
need to wait in line, so go after the peak.
MP: No, Venmo a friend who’s already
waiting in line.

MP: Vodka water.

ST: I made my own white T-shirt last year,
but I will probably get one this year.

ST: Vodka water with a splash of cran.
It’s the perfect way to get drunk and
stay hydrated.

How did you handle saying
goodbye to many of your
friends and classmates?

Do you have any advice for
dealing with the long lines and
large crowds?

BW: I don’t think I even said goodbye to
anyone. But I cried, silently behind
closed doors. It’s never a goodbye, just
a “see you soon.”

BW: Black out and you won’t remember any
crowds or long lines.

JR: M
 y closest friends didn’t leave
Columbus, and the ones who did, didn’t
leave until later in the summer. So it
wasn’t super hard.
MS: Going to the bar and drunk cry.
MP: Get drunk so feelings don’t feel.

KL: Have a big enough group that you don’t
care because you’re having fun in the line.
JR: Stay drunk and it’ll go faster.
MP: Pregame sufficiently.
ST: Don’t let rude people ruin your day.
Keep a positive attitude and get drunk
enough that you don’t care.

Do you have anything
else to add that might
be helpful for first-time
crawlers?
BW: Document everything on your
Snapchat because you won’t remember
anything if you don’t. But, upon
reviewing your Snap Story, you’ll
realize you just had the best day of your
life with the best people in your life.
JR: Have fun, carry cash for an easier
tip and get that past hookup to sign
your shirt because you’ll never see
them again.
MS: T
 his is my 5th bar crawl. I’ve done it
freshman, sophomore, junior, senior
and now 5th year. This is the best day
of the year and is the best time of your
life. Keep doing the crawl for as many
years as you can.
MP: Embrace it.
ST: S
 ave every single Snapchat from the day
to your Memories. You won’t regret it. •
As always, 1870 encourages safe and
responsible drinking. Don’t do anything stupid
and end up in jail. Jail is a cold place, ya’ll.

ST: I just got really drunk. I’m no sure if
I cried, but with my track record, I
probably did at some point.
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Graduating
Buckeye
Bucket-List

The can’t-miss things to do before you leave campus
By M a d i Task

A

ll those late nights spent heart-to-heart and pelvis-to-pelvis
at Bullwinkles, or rubbing your eyes just trying to keep
your focus on your laptop screen at SEL the night before an
exam are slowly coming to an end. While I know I’m excited to finally
have a simplified schedule without any of my student organizations,
classes, or two jobs, there’s a lot about Ohio State I’m going to deeply
miss. So here’s a list of all the little things you need to fit into your
finals schedule before you cross that stage on May 5.
Ph oto By j u lian fog li e t ti

Spring Concert
Coffey Road Park
April 12

Though the trip from campus is more of a hike than the Shoe or the
Schott, OUAB is bringing us another hot spring concert! They’ve been
dropping the same hinting video on their Twitter that looks like an old
VHS tape highlighting details of college house parties and the inside of
concerts in the past, only showing the location and date of the concert
in writing.

Spring Football Game
The Shoe
April 13

Seniors, if you didn’t get drunk enough, loud enough, or scarlet enough
at the Michigan game, your chance to make all of that up is now. Wear
those mud-stained block crop tops and Dad jorts for one last time at
this noon game that will unveil some of next year’s most anticipated
players and Ryan Day’s coaching style. And hit every frat block you can
for the last time.

Graduation Attire
Senior Bar Crawl

Barnes & Noble
By the end of April

This year’s event, like always, will happen on the last day of finals and
announced Pursuit as one of their lead sponsors, a Columbus-based
suit company that also sponsored last year. Keep up with their Twitter
(@OSUSeniorCrawl) and website (http://osuseniorcrawl.com/) for
more information about when to pick up t-shirts and what bars are
participating as they come out. And remember, “It’s okay for your
drink to be water sometimes”.

In order to graduate, make sure you’re dressed in “proper academic
regalia”, otherwise your parents won’t have anyone to cheer for
walking across the Shoe stage come May 5. For shoes, know that you’ll
be walking a distance of at least half a mile and up several flights of
stairs, so heel-wearers be wary. You can find caps and gowns at all
campus bookstores as well as Barnes and Noble. Gowns must be black
and full-cut with long-pointed sleeves. Caps are black mortarboard
with a colored tassel depending on your college (Find out your college’s
colored tassel at http://commencement.osu.edu/for-graduates/
academic-costume.html. Fun fact: the specific shade of brown that
Fisher College of Business students will need is...drab.)

Campus Bars
April 30
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Bar Traditions and Souvenirs
Campus Bars
Until the last possible second

If you’re the type that chooses to stay in and
study over an impromptu night of margaritas
with your friends every time, you may want
to check out all of Ohio State’s classic bar
experiences before it’s too late. Everyone
deserves to leave Ohio State with their own
colored plastic mug from Out-R-Inn, a thick
glass schooner from Chumley’s that will serve
best later on as a place to hold spare change,
Brother’s Bar and Grill does free t-shirts (and
they rotate in style weekly!) to anyone with
a BuckID in the bar, and one of Cazuela’s
monster margarita glasses. Experience-wise,
you need to get to Three’s to order a bold
Tidal Wave shot, a rite of passage for any
undergraduate buckeye. Fourth Street Bar’s
karaoke Wednesdays will fill your heart with
all the buckeye love you can only otherwise
feel singing “Carmen Ohio” at the end of
a good football game. To end the night off
perfectly (and I mean not until after midnight,
when you’re drunk enough to handle it) you
have to go to Bullwinkles. You’re flat-out not
allowed to be a part of the sober jokes and
drunk appreciation for it until you’ve gone
in and stayed until the lights came up at least
once. Treat yourself to a cherry bomb and
meet someone new on the dancefloor. •
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InsPOURational

Quotes
Ideas for avoiding cliché graduation
cap designs

T

By L i ly M a s l i a

oo often we see the same overused
quotes on cap after cap just with
different colored bubbly font. Leave the
inspirational quotes to the Pinterest hoes and
jazz it up with something that truly reflects
your college experience. We know four years
of frat parties and dive bar happy hours didn’t
mount up to you painting “Nevertheless, she
persisted,” on your cap, so be a little authentic
with your cap and gown.

